
Books for notes and maps 

on this and other walks 

include: 

Day Walks Victoria by J 

& M Chapman & Siseman 

Walking The Otways by 

The Geelong Bushwalking 

Club. 

 
Bimbi Park has powered 

and un-powered sites, on-

site vans, cabins, and 

backpacker rooms. 

Tel (03) 5237 9246 

www.bimbipark.com.au 

               Bimbi Park is a wonderfully secluded 
camping and caravan park, set amoung shady 
manna gums just a few kilometres from Cape 
Otway. It provides the perfect base for daywalks 
during the hot summer months. 

               If going for a weekend and you drive 
down Saturday morning, a perfect afternoon 
circuit walk is from Bimbi Park, to Rainbow Falls 
and return via the Cape Otway lighthouse. 
Follow your nose along the maze of tracks out of 
Bimbi Park, and turn right onto the Great Ocean 
Walk track. Not too far along here you follow a 
side track down to the beach. Turn left along the 
wild Station Beach, which is not safe for 
swimming. Just around a rocky headland, which 
should not be crossed if the seas are high or at 

high tide, are Rainbow Falls. These tumble over 
the cliff to the rocky base. Limestone deposits 
similar to those found in caves give the falls their 
rainbow appearance. This is a great spot for a 
break, and a chance to fill your water bottles 
from the falls. 
               Now retrace your steps around the 
headland, back to the Great Ocean Walk track. 
Turn right to retrace your steps again, but follow 
the track all the way to the lighthouse. There are 
lighthouse tours, but more importantly the kiosk 
sells icecreams! From here a track returns 
directly to Bimbi Park. 
               Sunday’s walk is one of contrasts: from 
magnificent huge eucalypts, through fern gullies 
to scenic coastline. Leave cars under the shady 
trees at Parker Hill, near the corner of Blanket 
Bay Road and Red Hill Track. For an optional 
shorter walk, do a car shuffle to Blanket Bay. 
               Walk along Blanket Bay Road for 2 km, 
then follow closed 4WD tracks in a circuit; Parker 
Spur Road-Johnson Track-Blanket Bay Track. 
Now you meet the walking track that descends to 
Blanket Bay. These closed 4WD tracks are 
perfect for easy mountain biking. 
               Blanket Bay is safe for swimming, and 
has toilets and water facilities. Now follow the 
new section of walking track, not marked on any 
maps, to Parker River. From here you can either 
walk along the beach or the coastal walking 
track, to meet Red Hill Track, from where it is a 
short distance back to the cars at Parkers Hill. 

Trip Review:   Bimbi Park Daywalks,        by Richard 

Tim,        A New Face at The Wilderness Shop! 
               Tim has only been working at The 
Wilderness Shop since January, but already has 
a lifetime of bushwalking experience to back him 
up! 
               Extensive bushwalking in Victoria has 
been extended to trips in Tasmania, including the 
Overland Track, Frenchmans Cap and the 
Western Arthurs. Five years ago on the south 
island of New Zealand, Tim completed the 
spectacular Travers-Sabine circuit in Nelsons 
Lakes National Park. Some leisurely sea-
kayaking in Marlborough Sound rounded off this 
trip. 
               All this was building up for the 
adventure of a lifetime: 2000km over 100 days 
through Europe with his father, Neil. They walked 
in a huge semi-circle, from Trieste in Northern 
Italy, through the Alps, which have the highest 
mountains in Western Europe, finishing in 
Monaco on the Mediterranean Sea, which at 
1.95km² is the 2nd smallest country in the world. 
Countries walked through included Italy, 
Slovenia, Austria, Switzerland, and France. 

               Other outdoor pursuits include cross 
country skiing and snowcamping, and some 
rockclimbing. Tim’s first lead climb was a epic 
day on The Eighth at Mt Arapiles. 

               Tim is currently studying computer 
science at Melbourne University, hopefully 
solving some of our computer hiccups too! 

Station Beach, courtesy John Siseman/John Chapman 

Tim in the Western Arthurs, Tasmania 

Walking in the Italian Alps 
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              Wilderness Equipment packs have 
proven their reliability for many years now. They 
have developed a loyal following next to the big 
names such as Mont, Lowe Alpine and Macpac. 
Like most of our Mont packs, all Wilderness 
Equipment packs are made from a canvas 
material. The big advantage with canvas over 
nylon is its superior longevity; a well-made 
canvas pack should last for years and years. It is 
true; we hear stories of canvas packs lasting 20 
years, and still being used regularly! 
               The Freycinet pack has recently been 
updated from the original WE Discovery 2 pack 
to include some great new features. Its Synchro-
FORM harness is superb for hauling large loads 
with comfort. The lid is removable and converts 
into a bum bag for those shorter side-trips. 
               A lot of packs these days have loads of 
features that you don’t actually need, straps and 
pockets that are never used. The Freycinet only 
has features that you will need. It is a dual 
compartment pack, with direct zip access to the 
bottom of the pack. There is a dividing shelf 
between the compartments, which can be 
dropped down and made into a single 
compartment pack. Even when the divider is in 
use, long, thin gear can be stored down the full 
length of the pack at either side of the shelf. 
               There are two very useful smaller 
pockets on the outside, one in the lid and one on 
the front. The front pocket is a simple flap and 
buckle design making opening it very easy. 

               The harness has pivoting hip belts, 
which adjust perfectly to the shape and 
movement of your hips. Whether you are tall or 
short, have wide or narrow hips, they will move 
with your body, not stay rigid, which helps to 
make carrying large loads a lot more 
comfortable. The straps all around are nice thick 
webbing, which means that there is no slippage. 
               There are three back lengths available, 

which determine the size of the packs: small = 70 
litres; medium = 75 litres; large = 80 litres. 
               Come in and try one on for size, the 
staff here would love to show you this excellent 
walking pack! 
               WE Freycinet $499, also available WE 
Karijini, single compartment, in 85, 90, 95 litres 
$489. 

Wilderness Equipment Freycinet Product Review:

by Andrew 

Synchro-Form Waistbelt 
The clever pivoting design adjusts from mens 

( left) to womens (right), and everything in-

between, because everyone is different! 

              When gearing up for a multiday or overnight trip, certain consideration needs to be taken when 
deciding on what food to pack. The requirements should be nutritious, to fuel your active body, easy to 
prepare, light weight, but most important is the taste! The staff at The Wilderness Shop have tried it all over 
the years and we recommend the following favourites: 
 

Kerry: Blue Lake, Kosciuszko Ice Climbing. Meal: Tasty Bite Madras Lentils 
Very filling poured over Deb (mashed potatoes). Simply immerse sachet  in boiling water for 10 minutes. 
You can then use the boiled water to mix up your mash! I wipe my bowl clean with some chunky fruit loaf. 
Other varieties: Bombay Potatoes, Agrua Peas. 
Weight: 285g, serves 2, price: $3.95, available at Coles/Safeway 
 

Andrew: Cathedral Ranges bushwalk. Meal: Chefsway Lamb Couscous 
This dehydrated meal has no preservatives, is Australian made and very yummy. Simply add 
contents of pack into boiling water and simmer. Follow instructions on pack. Other Chefsway meals 
include Mushroom Risotto, Beef Curry. 
Weight: 200g, serves 2, price: $12.95, available from the Wilderness Shop. 
 

Glenn: Tasmania fishing trip. Meal: Beer Damper with Baked Fresh Fish 
Fresh fish caught from the river, baked with lemon, alongside damper straight from the hot coals. Recipe 
variation taken from The Outdoor Gourmet cookbook. Simply replace water with beer (unless you drink it 
all). You can cook your damper either in a camp oven or wrapped up in aluminium foil. Have your 
ingredients measured out and ready to use when your carrying your gear in a rucksack to avoid 
unnecessary weight. 
The Outdoor Gourmet Cookbook available from The Wilderness Shop, price: $22.95 
 

Richard: Grey Mare Hut, ski tour. Meal: Spaghetti Bolognaise 
Using  Backcountry cuisine “freeze dried mince” along with pasta, tomato paste (in sachet) semi 
dried tomatoes and crushed walnuts from the supermarket. Pour 2 cups of  boiled water straight 
into packet of mince and let stand for 10 minutes, meanwhile boil your pasta. Then simply add all 
the ingredients together, mix  well and serve. Measure amounts to suit the number of people and 
their appetites! Other Back Country Cuisine meals include  roast lamb & vegetables, cooked 
breakfast and apple pie.  
Back Country Cuisine Beef Mince, weight: 160g, price: $10.95, available at The Wilderness Shop. 

Dinner:      What’s On The Menu?         by Kerry 

March Special: 
WE Freycinet Pack $499 
with a 
FREE PACK COVER 
RRP $59.95 
or: 
WE Karijini Pack $489 
also with a 
FREE PACK COVER 
Note: 

no other discount applies 



             DVDs 

               The majority of DVDs available fall into 
the inspirational category with sequences of 
desperately hard moves filmed in spectacularly 
exotic locations. A possible exception to this is 
Hard Grit, tracing the history of Gritstone 
climbing in England’s barren, and at times bleak, 
Yorkshire moors. The climbs portrayed in the film 
are considered to be the leading edge of 
difficulty, while the fearless climbers and their 
belayers are some of the leading exponents of 
the art. The educational aspect of this DVD 
involves the inspired and intricate methods of 
arranged protection and double ropes employed 
by these climbers in the name of self 
preservation, faced with mind boggling falls and 
ankle snapping landings.  
               One unique package, Go Climbing by 
Nigel Shepherd, combines live action DVD 
coaching with an impressive booklet of step-by-
step instructions and accompanying 
photographs. All the basic elements of safety, 
equipment, rope work and moving on rock are 
covered clearly and concisely. Sections outlining 
knots, belay stance and set up may be of 
particular benefit to the beginner. 

               BOOKS 
               A vast array of 
titles and subjects are 
on offer these days, 
from books that cover 
every aspect of climbing, 
to books that are solely 
dedicated to one single 
aspect of the sport. 
These include mental/
p h y s i c a l  t r a i n i n g , 
anchors, bouldering, ice, 
aid, sport, speed and 
competition climbing: 

practically everything in minute detail. Many of 
the books have been written by very talented 
climbers with many decades of experience. 
Some of them are much loved and jovial 
characters, John Long for instance, who instill a 
sense of fun and adventure in their writing. It is 
the fun and adventure that had originally drawn 
us to this sport. 
               For the beginner to intermediate, Rock 
Climbing Getting Started by Glenn Tempest and 
Michael Hampton, holds all the information and 
explanatory illustrations necessary to help you 
achieve a safe and enjoyable outing on the 
crags. 
               The budding 
mountaineer may wish 
to pour over the pages 
of the revised and 
u p g r a d e d 
Mountaineering: The 
Freedom Of The Hills,
edited by Steven M.
Cox and Kris Fulsaas  
once considered the 
b i b l e  o f 
mountaineering texts, 
which has inspired 
many climbers (including myself) to climb Mount 
Cook, NZ, and beyond. 
               Note there is no substitute for 'on the 
rock-face experience'. The best training for 
climbing is climbing. Having read the appropriate 
books, launch out onto the rock or ice and 
practice the newly acquired skills until they 
become second nature, and therefore safer. 
               Take care. 
Hard Grit, $49.95 
Go Climbing, Nigel Shepherd, $29.95 
Rockclimbing Getting Started, Glenn Tempest 
and Michael Hampton, $29.95 
Mountaineering, The Freedom Of The Hills, 
Steven M. Cox and Kris Fulsaas, $59.95 

             The Spatial Vision Vicmap Book series 
is not a new product to the world of mapping 
products, but it is a new product to the 
Wilderness Shop. For years it has been the 
mainstay of the CFA as a sort of Melways for the 
bush. 
               The series comprises a total of five 
books covering Central, South West, North West, 
North East and South East Victoria. Each book 
includes a wide range of topographic information 
using the latest and most accurate Victorian 
government data. Maps are provided in the 
1:100,000 & 1:50,000 map scales showing 
sealed and unsealed roads, walking tracks and 
railway lines. Also included are natural features 
such as rivers, creeks, dams, wetlands, 
contours, cliffs and many other physical features. 
There are town maps in both 1:25,000 and 
1:15,000 map scales showing a host of key 
community infrastructure and other land uses. In 
the back of the book you will find an alphabetical 
road index and localities index, and up front you 
will find a detailed instructions on how to get the 
best out of your Spatial Vision book, including 

information on map datum, grid references, GPS 
conversions and even rural addressing. 
               Spatial Visions Vicmap Book series 
provides for the first time a single, common 
topographic mapping resource that can be used 
by anyone who is planning a walking, driving or 
camping holiday or even if you just want to 
expand your knowledge of Victorian towns and 
destinations. These are the books to take you 
outside Melbourne's boundaries. Price $99 each. 

Climbing Tips: Instructional Books & DVDs, by Glenn 

Map Review:  Spatial Vision’s Vicmap Book, by Cameron 


